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Mapreduce explained pdf

MapReduce is a programming framework for big data processing on distributed platforms created by Google in 2004. In each round, the goal is to convert a set of key-value pairs into a different set of key-value pairs according to two main phases: Map phase: The user specifies the map function that applies to each key-value pair and
generates other key-value pairs called intermediate key-value pairs. Reduction phase: In this phase, intermediate key and value pairs are grouped by key, and for each group the user applies the reduce function to generate other key-value pairs that are the output of the round. MapReduce Phase As mentioned at the beginning,
MapReduce is a programming framework for big data processing on distributed platforms. There are two typical cluster architectures: a rack-distributed file system of 16/64 computer nodes connected by a high-speed switch, files are divided into chunks, each chunk replicated on different nodes, and in different racks. The distribution of
chunks in the file is represented by the masternode. Now try to understand the core of the algorithm, the implementation of one round. When you split a file into chunks, each forms the input of a map task. Each map task is assigned to a computer node called a worker, and a map function is applied to each key-value pair in the
corresponding input chunk. The resulting intermediate key-value pair is stored on the worker's local disk. To speed up the algorithm and distribute the load on the worker, each intermediate key value pair is stored on the local disk using the hash function h →. Two important function shuffle functions called in these three phases: the
process of transferring data from the mapper to the reducer. To speed up the algorithm, this function can be started even before the map phase ends. Shuffling is often the most expensive operation of the round. Sorting: The process of sorting a list of values using the same key. You specify a zero reducer. The MapReduce job then stops
at the map stage. Let me give you an example. Let's say your girlfriend (who would tell me that if you're a woman, it's still great) has a lot of clothes in a huge wardrobe and she asks you to help her clean. You've studied big data as an engineer or scientist, or even in your life, so remember MapReduce and the light comes to your mind.
First situation You promise your girlfriend to clean up the room in just a few hours. You call three of your friends to help you (impossible, but it's just a fantasy), Nino, Guapo and ElRancho, workers, and you, Masternode. All Nino has to do is take some of the clothes in the wardrobe and sort them by type, the same work must be done by
GuapoSince El Rancho so Nino starts building piles of shoes, one of the T-shirts and one of the jeans, like Guapo or ElRancho, it's a map phase, the type of clothes is the key and the value is the color, also tell your friends to remove all the junk and put it in another stack that shouldn't be put in the wardrobe (this is done to clean up the
dataset). Shuffle consists of creating different piles with values with the same key that take them from different piles in the map phase. So, your friends need to merge their piles with the same key values. Now, you tell your friends to order clothes in color because you want to do the best for the love of your life, these are the reduced and
sorted stages, the end result will be: remember the end result and how important it is for your girlfriend to always have a boyfriend who knows MapReduce. In this analogy, your friend is a compute node, which is an important force of MapReduce. Just as you care that you have nothing to say when your girlfriend returns home, master
qualifications regularly ping your friends to detect if someone is doing the right job. You are very capricious and if someone fails, you need to start over. This process is very important, and even when a map task is completed, a worker failure prevents its output from being used to reduce the task and must be reset to idle and rescheduled.
The worst part is, if you say, Let's go out while my friend is at work, and when you go to town, your girlfriend will look at you and ask you about your wardrobe, so you have to go home and know that your friend has made a big mistake, so you have to start from the beginning, it's a boyfriend/master failure. Analysis of the MapReduce
algorithm Analysis of the MR algorithm aims to make the following estimates: remember that the number of rounds, the shuffle phase is the most expansive operation, there is a shuffle phase for each round. The maximum amount of local space required to store intermediate key value pairs for each map while the algorithm is running. The
maximum total capacity required to store all data that the algorithm is using or will use in the future. MapReduce Design Goals MapReduce Design Goals This is another example that explains all phases of MapReduce, there are three documents, the key is the word, and the value is the number of times the word appears in the document:
MapReduce algorithm, Source: StackOverflow It's all, let's go now and order all the wardrobes of women in the world! MapReduce is a programming model and a related implementation for processing and generating big data sets using parallel distribution algorithms on clusters. [1] [2] The MapReduce program consists of a map
procedure that filters and sorts (for example, sorting students into queues and one queue per name) and a reduce method (such as counting) that performs summary operations.The number of students in each queue generates the frequency of names.) The MapReduce system (also known as an infrastructure or framework) coordinates
processing by marshaling distributed servers, performing various tasks in parallel, managing all communications and data transfers between different parts of the system, and providing redundancy and fault tolerance. This model is a specialization of split-join strategies for data analysis. The purpose of the MapReduce framework is not the
same as the original format, but it is inspired to reduce the maps and functions commonly used in functional programming. The main contributions of the MapReduce framework are actual maps and reduction features (similar to the 1995 message passing interface standard [7] reduce[8] and scatter[9] operations), scalability and fault
tolerance achieved for various applications by optimizing the execution engine[ Citation required]. Therefore, a single-threaded implementation of MapReduce is usually not faster than a traditional (non-MapReduce) implementation. Typically, you only benefit from multithreaded implementations on multiprocessor hardware. The use of this
model is beneficial only when optimized distributed shuffle operations (reducing network communication costs) and the fault tolerance feature of the MapReduce framework work. Optimizing communication costs is essential for a good MapReduce algorithm. The MapReduce library is created in many programming languages with different
levels of optimization. A common open source implementation that supports distributed shuffling is part of Apache Hadoop. The name MapReduce originally referred to its own Google technology, but has since been genericized. By 2014, Google was no longer using MapReduce as a major big data processing model[12], and apache
Mahout's development shifted to a more capable, less disk-oriented mechanism that incorporates full maps to reduce functionality. [13] Overview MapReduce uses a large number of computers (nodes), collectively known as clusters (all nodes are on the same local network and using similar hardware) or grids (where nodes are shared
between geographically and administratively distributed systems and use more out-of-the-box hardware). A framework for handling problems that can be parallelized between large datasets. Processing can be performed on data stored in a file system (unstructured) or database (structured). MapReduce can take advantage of the locality
of the data to process it near where it is stored to minimize communication overhead. The MapReduce framework (or system) typically consists of three operations (or steps): Map: Each worker node applies map functions to local data and writes the output to 1000 storage. The masternode handles only one copy of redundant input data.
Shuffle: WorkersDistributes data based on output keys (generated by the map feature), such that all data belonging to a single key is placed on the same worker node. Reduction: Worker nodes now process each output data group in parallel for each key. MapReduce allows you to perform distributed and reduced map operations. Maps
can run in parallel if each mapping operation is independent of other mapping operations. In practice, this is limited by the number of independent data sources and the number of CPUs near each source. Similarly, if all outputs of a map operation that share the same key are presented to the same reducer at the same time, or if a
reduction function is associated, a series of reducers can perform the reduction phase. While this process may seem inefficient compared to more sequential algorithms (because multiple instances of the reduction process must be performed), MapReduce can be applied to datasets that are much larger than a single commodity server
can handle. [14] Parallelism can also recover from a partial server or storage failure during an operation: if one mapper or reducer fails, you can reschedule work. Another way to look at MapReduce is a five-step parallel and distributed calculation: Prepare Map() input - The MapReduce system specifies a Map processor, assigns the input
key K1 for which each processor operates, and provides that processor with all the input data associated with that key. Run user-provided Map() code – Map() runs only once per K1 key to produce output organized by K2. Shuffle map output to reduce processor - The MapReduce system specifies processor reduction, assigns the K2 key
that each processor operates on, and provides that processor with all map generation data associated with that key. Run user-provided Reduce() code – Reduce() runs only once for every K2 key generated in the map step. Generate final output - The MapReduce system collects all Reduce outputs and sorts them by K2 to produce the
final result. You can logically think that these five steps are running in order - each step starts only after the previous step is completed - you can actually interleav as long as the final result is not affected. In many cases, the input data may already be distributed (sharded) between many different servers, which can greatly simplify step 1
by assigning a Map server to process the input data that exists locally. Similarly, you may be able to speed up step 3 by assigning a Reduce processor that is as close as possible to the map-generated data required for processing. The map and Reduce functions in the logical view MapReduce are defined for data structured in pairs (keys,
values).Retrieves a set of data with types in a data domain and returns a list of pairs in different domains: The Map(k1,v1) → list (k2,v2) Map function is applied in parallel to all pairs in the input dataset (keyed by k1). This generates a list of pairs (keyed by k2) for each call. The MapReduce framework then collects all pairs with the same
key (k2) from all lists, groups them, and creates one group for each key. The Reduce function is applied in parallel to each group to create a collection of values in the same domain: Reduce(k2, list (v2)) →list ((k3, v3))[15] Each Reduce call typically generates one key value pair or an empty return value, but returns multiple key value pairs
in a single call. The return of all calls is collected as a list of the results you want. Therefore, the MapReduce framework converts a list of (key, value) pairs into a list of different (key, value) pairs. [16] This behavior returns a single value that, like a typical function programming map, receives a list of arbitrary values and combines all the
values returned by the map. To implement MapReduce, you need to implement maps and reduce abstraction, but that's not enough. The distributed implementation of MapReduce requires a way to connect the processes that perform the Map and Reduce phases. It may be a distributed file system. Other options are also available, such
as streaming directly from mapper to reducer, and the option to provide the reducer to query the results of the mapping processor. The canonical MapReduce example counts the appearance of each word in a set of documents: [17] function map (string name, string document): / name: document name / document: document content for
each word w in the document: output (w, 1) function reduce (string word, Teller partialCounts:/words//partials:the list of aggregated partial counts of partials is the sum of the total partial counts for each PC of the number of partials = 0: here, each document is divided into words, and each word is counted by the map function using the word
as the result key. The framework brings together all pairs with the same key and supplies them to the same call to reduce them. Therefore, this function needs to sum all of the input values to find the appearance of the total of the word. As another example, for a database of 1.1 billion people, let's take a look at the average number of
social contacts a person has, depending on their age. In SQL, these queries are represented as follows: Using social.person GROUP by age By age MapReduce from AVG (Contacts), K1 key values are integers 1 to 1100, each representing a batch of 1 million records, K2 key values are the age of the person in the year, and this
calculation can be achieved using the following functions:The social.person record in the K1 batch specifies N for the number of contacts for which the person generated one output record (Y, (N,1)) and the repeated end function Returns is entered: age (years) of each input record (years) Y (Y, (N, C)) in C The N*C total accumulating
totals to Cnew is accumulated repeatedly in C, and A generates one output record in S/Cnew (Y, (A, Cnew)) The end function MapReduce system line up 1100 Map processors and provides 1 million input records corresponding to each. The map step generates 1.1 billion (Y, (N, 1) records, with Y values range from 8 to 103. The
MapReduce system requires an age-by-age average, so it performs a key/value pair shuffle operation to line up the 96 Reduce processors, each providing millions of corresponding input records. The Reduce step significantly reduces the set of 96 output records (Y,A) and sorts them by Y in the final result file. The count information in a
record is important when processing is reduced multiple times. If you did not add the number of records, the calculated average would be, for example, map output #1: age, contact #1 10, 9 10, 9 -- map output #2: age, contact quantity 10, 9 10, 9 -- map output #3: age, contact volume #1減らす10, 10#2 1 People as young as 0
((9+9+9+9+9)/5 there are new files with an average of 9 contacts): Reduce step #1: Age, reduce it by an average of 10 contacts, 9 files #3 reduces the number of records you've already seen, so this is wrong, ending with an average of 9.5 contacts for a 10-year-old. The correct answer is 9.166 = 55 / 6 = (9 *3+9*2+10*1)/(3+2+1). The
Dataflow Software framework architecture conforms to the principle of open close, where code is effectively divided into unchanging frozen and extable hot spots. A fixed spot in the MapReduce framework is a large distributed sort. The hot spot defined by the application is the partition function comparison function comparison function
output reader input reader input reader of the input reader map function divides the input into splits of the appropriate size (in fact, 64 MB to 128 MB), and the framework assigns one division to each map function. The input reader reads data from stable storage , usually a distributed file system, and generates key-value pairs. A common
example reads the complete directory of a text file and returns each line as a record. The map function The Map function receives a series of key-value pairs, processes each one, and generates zero or more output key/value pairs. Map I/O types can be different (and often) different from each other. If the application is performing word
counting, the map function divides the line into words and outputs a key-value pair for each word. Each output pair contains words and the number of instances as keys.The word in the line as a value. Partition function Each map function output is assigned to a specific reducer by the application's partition function for sharding purposes.
The partition function is given a number of keys and reducers and returns the desired reducer index. By default, the key is hashed and the hash value is used in the modulo for the number of subtractors. It is important to select a partition function that gives an almost uniform distribution of data per shard for load balancing, otherwise the
MapReduce operation can be held waiting for the slow reducer to finish (that is, the reducer has allocated a large share of the unevenly divided data). Between the map and the reduction stage, shuffle the data (parallel sorting/exchanging between nodes) and move the data from the map node that generated them to the shard that
reduces them. Shuffling can take longer than calculation time depending on network bandwidth, CPU speed, generated data, and the time taken by the map, reducing calculations. The input of the comparison function Reduce is pulled from the machine on which the map was run and sorted using the application's comparison function. The
Function Reduction framework calls the application's Reduce function once for each unique key in a sorted order. Reduce can iterate through the values associated with that key to produce zero or more outputs. In the word count example, the Reduce function retrieves and sums the input values, producing a single output of the word and
the final total. The output writer output writer writes the Output of Reduce to stable storage. Performance considerations for mapReduce programs are not guaranteed to be fast. The main advantage of this programming model is that it only allows you to write the Map and Reduce parts of the program, using the platform's optimized shuffle
operations. In fact, the creators of the MapReduce program should consider the shuffle step. In particular, the amount of data written by partition and Map functions can have a significant impact on performance and scalability. Additional modules, such as the Combiner function, help reduce the amount of data written to disk and
transferred over the network. MapReduce applications can achieve sublinear acceleration under certain circumstances. When designing the MapReduce algorithm, the author must select the appropriate trade-off[11] between calculation and communication cost. Communication costs increase computational costs, and many MapReduce
implementations are designed to write all communications to distributed storage for crash recovery. MapReduce performance tuning should take into account the complexity of mapping, shuffling, sorting (grouping by key), and reduction. The amount of data generated by mappers is an important parameter that shifts most of the
computational cost between mappings.Reductions include sorting (grouping keys) with nonlinear complexity. Therefore, a small partition size reduces sorting time, but having a large number of reducers is not practical, so trade-offs arise. The impact of the split unit size is negligible (&lt;1MB, unless the selection is particularly poor). The
profit of some mappers that read loads from the local disk is, on average, small. [19] Using the MapReduce framework is usually not valid if the process is completed quickly, and if the data fits into the main memory of a single machine or small cluster. These frameworks are designed to recover from node-wide losses during calculations,
so write intermediate results to distributed storage. This crash recovery is expensive and only pays off if the calculations involv many computers and long runtimes of calculations. In the event of an error, the chances of at least one machine fail by simply restarting a task that completes in a few seconds increase rapidly depending on the
cluster size. In such problems, the implementation often holds all the data in memory and simply resumes calculations about node failures, or (if the data is small enough) the non-distributed solution is faster than the MapReduce system. Distribution and reliability MapReduce provides reliability by partitioning each node in the network with
a large number of operations on the data set. Each node must periodically report completed work and status updates. When a node becomes silent beyond that interval, the masternode (similar to the Master Server in the Google File System) records the node as dead and transmits the work assigned to the node to another node. For each
operation, atomic operations are used to name the file output to ensure that no parallel conflicting threads are running. If you rename the file, you can copy it to a different name in addition to the name of the task (allowing side effects). The reduction operation works much the same way. Because of the poor characteristics of parallel
operations, masternodes try to schedule reduction operations on the same node or in the same rack as the node that holds the data to be manipulated. This property is desirable because it saves bandwidth across the data center backbone network. Implementations are not always reliable. For example, in older versions of Hadoop,
NameNode was a single point of failure for distributed file systems. Later versions of Hadoop provide high availability with Active/Passive Failover in NameNode. Use MapReduce for a wide range of applications, including distributed pattern-based search, distributed sorting, web link graph inversion, single-value decomposition, 20] web
access log statistics, reverse indexing, document clustering, machine learning, and statistical machine translation. In addition, the MapReduce model is adapted to several computing environments.Multicore and multi-core systems, [22][24]desktop grids, [25] multiclusts, [26] volunteer computing environments, [27] dynamic cloud
environments, [28] mobile environments, [28] and high-performance computing environments. [30] Google used MapReduce to completely re-generate google's world wide web index. I updated the index and replaced the old ad hoc program that performed various analyses. Google's development has since moved to technologies such as
Flume Java[32] and MillWheel, which provide streaming operations and updates instead of batch processing so that live search results can be integrated without rebuilding the full index. [33] MapReduce's stable I/O is usually stored in a distributed file system. Temporary data is usually stored on a local disk and fetched remotely by the
reducer. Criticism The lack of odd names David DeWitt and Michael Stonebrake, computer scientists specializing in parallel databases and shared nothing architecture, have been critical of the wide range of issues MapReduce can use. They called its interface low-level and wondered if it really represented the paradigm shift that
advocates are claiming. They disputed the claims of novelry of MapReduce supporters, citing Tertadata as an example of prior art that has existed for more than 20 years. He also compared MapReduce programmers to CODASYL programmers, both of whom said they were writing in low-level languages with low-level record operations.
MapReduce's use of input files and lack of schema support can prevent performance improvements achieved by common database system features such as B-tree and hash partitioning. Greg Jorgensen wrote an article rejecting these views. Jorgensen argues that DeWitt and Stonebraker's entire analysis is unfounded because
MapReduce was not designed and was not intended to be used as a database. DeWitt and Stonebraker then published a detailed benchmark study in 2009 comparing the performance of Hadoop's MapReduce and RDBMS approaches on several specific issues. They concluded that relational databases offer real benefits for many types
of data use, especially when data is used in complex processing or across the enterprise, but MapReduce makes it easy for users to adopt for simple or one-time processing tasks. The MapReduce programming paradigm was also described in Danny Hillis's 1985 study[41], which at the time was widely used to program connected
machines that had special hardware support to accelerate both maps and reductions. Google has obtained a patent on MapReduce. However, there were claims that mapReduce was too similar to existing products and that the patent should not have been granted. For example, the map and reduction features include:Developers are
transparently supported in PL/SQL database-oriented languages[43], or distributed database architectures (cluster point XML databases[44]) and MongoDB NoSQL databases. The limited programming framework MapReduce task should be described as being performed by an acyculable dataflow program, i.e. a stateless mapper,
followed by a stateless reducer, and a batch job scheduler. This paradigm is standard for iterative algorithms that make it difficult to query repeated datasets, impose limitations felt in areas such as machine learning, and revisit a single working set multiple times. [46] See also MapReduce Apache CouchDB Apache Hadoop Infinispan Riak
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